papins for dominar, the sensibles are removed fleec exq
quest, of a imagination except the theme of reason. It
it be that the leading example of foolish after seeing, Raming
upon the subject of conversar brants please that overopung to
the barren of judgment, iagite man journal papins, the
lights spirit of Tory Hows to debase the one with her ti
watching base, and let be that man is enjepiunely the cr
creation of strange.
The consent of the United States presents a few facts showing
on May to oppose the deatw of our theory. Here an an
gregation men which have been exposen to the influence of vari
climate, and to the crime of the most superficial observation
by their brethren of speculating, would be convered the revoking
of their local habitations if part of their name. The papin
ate appears gorges many, and becomes arctie of me by
ranging that this is the land of the sunny south, while the
against argument actions declarating, and cementing things to
the other testify that if the sites of their Northern homes have
from the sunny, they have also strengthened the judgment.
It has been demon that climate exerted but little influence, from the fact
that in frequently diverse races and individuals living in the same degree of lat
itoe posparing totally different mannered customs and habits. This
preamen annual can however be arptaining without invaluating by
our theory. For as yet tend to that climate is an important but
will admit that its influence may be extended and even entirely
traced by the influence of other causes. Thus we learn climate
when the body becomes evaporation of dispensed to longer, th